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using temporary bulkheads and
multipurpose side boxes to provide
buoyancy, the project team will float the
structure and tow it 45 km up the coast.

Meanwhile, eight three-metre diameter
tubular piles are being installed using 
a 400 tonne crane. Any obstructions 
met during installation can be 
internally excavated.

Once the concrete structure arrives
and is floated over the piles, the
multipurpose boxes provide a
mechanism to sit the unit on the piles,
and then act as the formwork for the
concrete pour.

First Taiwan project 
Major risks associated with unstable 
beach conditions, floods, high seas,
earthquakes and the possibility of typhoons
accompanied the winning of McConnell
Dowell’s first contract in Taiwan.

One of a number of Taiwanese
projects which the company is pursuing,
the US$19 million project involves the
construction of a cooling water outfall
for the Ho Ping Power Station on the
east coast of Taiwan.

“The construction of an outfall in this
type of exposed location is extremely
difficult, and is fraught with climatic,
ground and sea risks,” Engineering
Manager, Neville Kidd, said.

“The force of two to three metre waves
on construction works and scouring of
the underlying sand are presenting
particular challenges.

“But McConnell Dowell specialises in
clever engineering to manage risk, and we
are overcoming these challenges by using
appropriate float and sink techniques.”

The 3600 tonne concrete structure is
being built in a dry dock. By closing the
ends and top of the chute structure,

To facilitate driving this sheet pile
section, which has hardly any bending
moment resistance, McConnell Dowell
designed and fabricated a unique
hydraulically levelled temporary support
system capable of standing 20 metres
above water level. The project became a
noted case study, not just for McDonnell
Dowell but also for the sheet pile
supplier Arbed, who utilised the project’s
innovations in their own marketing.

Design and construct 
projects grow
The progression into design and
construct work has seen McConnell
Dowell complete many such marine
projects valued at more than 
A$350 million over the past five years.

Of major significance is the Tweed
River Sand Bypassing Project, a 
A$73 million enterprise designed,
constructed and to be operated by
McConnell Dowell until 2025. 

A joint scheme of the NSW and
Queensland governments to bypass 
the naturally occurring northerly
movement of sand around the Tweed
River entrance, the project will achieve 
a clear navigation channel at the mouth
of the river, along with a continuing
supply of sand to the southern Gold
Coast beaches.

Technology on the project includes 
a world-first in sand slurry pipeline
construction. The company is now
widely recognised as pre-eminent in 
this field, as evidenced by invitations to
address specialist seminars in Australia
on sand pumping and slurry transport.

Full details on the Tweed River project
and its associated technology may be
found on page 20. 

There’s a female who holds 
a very special place in the
McConnell Dowell history. 
She’s a heavy old girl, but her
mechanical and engineering
capabilities have proved
extraordinarily attractive to 
the more discerning. Built in 
1911 and serving the Auckland
Harbour Board for 48 years, 
the floating crane ‘Mahua’ 
was bought by McConnell 
Dowell in 1964 for 2,300 NZ 
pounds. 

Her first job was the famed
demolition of the Panmure 
bridge. Then in 1965 she 
played her part in the Marsden
Point water cooling system by
pulling out to sea each 400 ton
raft of the 900 metre pipeline. 
The Mahua was fitted out and
refitted more times than most
maidens in her career, and
worked both New Zealand
coastlines from the deep 
south to Northland. 

Marine
An Aging Bridge
After Malcolm McConnell 
and Jim Dowell detonated
Auckland’s aging Panmure 
Bridge from an old Harbour 
Board floating crane in 1964, 
they concluded that the 
ocean could offer as many
commercial opportunities 
as did the land.

Typically, they then targeted 
a highly complex project – 
a design and build offshore
circulating water cooling 
system for New Zealand’s
Marsden Point Power Station. 
Their design solution (see 
story on page 6) was a world 
first in marine technology, 
and made headlines in
international engineering 
and construction publications.

McConnell Dowell has 
continued to create many 
‘firsts’ in marine, submarine 
and outfall projects and is
recognised internationally 
for its advances.

Over the past five years, more
than 40 marine projects valued 
at over A$450 million have 
been completed, placing
McDonnell Dowell at the 
forefront of marine engineering
and construction. 

Cape Lambert Upgrade, WA

1964

1965

Jurong Island Phase 3A, Singapore

McGuarans Beach Outfall, Victoria Container Berth, Melbourne

1964

1972

Hong Kong Harbour Twin Water Pipelines

Huge jetty project underway 
in Singapore 
Meanwhile, southwest of Taiwan,
McConnell Dowell in joint venture with
Interbeton of Holland is involved in 
the construction of one of the largest jetty
developments in the southern hemisphere.

Marine pipeline specialists are working
with civil and mechanical engineering
teams on a major multi-discipline project
involving pipelines and jetties on Jurong
Island in Singapore. 

The VLCC (very large crude carriers)
contract is valued at A$115 million, and
the pipeline sector involves 7.5 km of
1250mm twin pipeline.

More detail on this major project may
be found on page 21.

McConnell Dowell has a strong history
of marine innovation in Singapore,
including its solution to pile driving 
in the Jurong Island petrochemical
complex Phase 3A reclamation in 1998.

A key element was the installation of
27 sheet pile cells 20m in diameter,
constructed of straight web sheet piles
up to 20 metres long. 
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Challenging
The McConnell Dowell appetite 
for challenging, complex and
technically difficult projects 
was whetted by the offshore
pipeline for the Marsden Point 
Power Station.

And when Malcolm McConnell
and Jim Dowell realised New
Zealand’s discovery of natural 
gas in the 1960s would have
major construction implications,
Malcolm spent two months
overseas studying natural 
gas pipelines.

He was amazed to find a USA
contractor laying six miles of
buried pipeline a day – an
achievement then unheard 
of in New Zealand – and
immediately hired a movie 
camera to catch the action.

After bringing in US and 
Canadian experts to train 
its own people, the company 
was able to lay its first pipeline
with a speed and skill that left 
the larger, more traditional 
New Zealand contractors 
standing in their tracks.

McConnell Dowell never 
looked back, taking its 
pipelining expertise around 
the world and building the
company into a major 
pipelining organisation.
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World firsts in marine
technology 
1965 was a massive turning point for
McConnell Dowell. Winning the contract
to design and build the offshore
circulating water cooling system for
Marsden Point Power Station, the
company devised a large diameter, 
pre-stressed concrete pipeline using
negative buoyancy techniques. 

It was a world first in marine
technology, gave the company priceless
international publicity and firmly
stamped a reputation for enterprise 
on the McConnell Dowell name.

But before they won the job, Malcolm
McConnell and Jim Dowell went to 
San Francisco to convince the American
client that their proposal was technically
feasible. They came away with their first
one million pound contract, the details
of which are still recorded on a table
napkin from the Red Rooster Bar where

the pair clinched the deal with the
client’s lawyer. 

The company’s submarine pipelining
skill gave it a springboard into Australia,
where the 1972 Yarra River gas pipeline
crossing became one of the most
challenging jobs in the company’s history.

The lower Yarra River, the only
shipping access to Melbourne’s wharves,
had to be kept permanently open, aside
from two 24 hour periods when the
successful pipeline pull took place.

Twin gas pipelines were welded on
shore, floated, winched across the river
and then rotated so they rested in a 
pre-excavated trench. 

Australia provided another ‘first’ when
the company used directional drilling 
to install twin oil and gas pipelines in
Victoria through the treacherous Bass
Strait surf zone.

It was the first time this method of
submarine pipeline construction had
been undertaken in the southern

hemisphere, and the first
time in the world that two
pipes were bundled together
and directionally drilled
simultaneously.

The project was completed
in four months, less than a
quarter of the time normally
required for construction 
of a similar pipeline using
conventional methods. 
The 1989 project won an
Engineering Excellence Award.

Australia s largest cross country
pipelining contractor
Cross country pipelining followed
marine as the second major phase
in McConnell Dowell’s growth, with
projects rolling out from the 1970s in
Australia, Asia, north and south Pacific,
the Middle East, the former Soviet 
Union and New Zealand.

Some 10,000 kilometres of pipelines
have been constructed through cities,
mountains, deserts, jungles and water,
carrying gas, liquid fuels, slurries, water
and by-products. 

The company is now Australia’s largest
pipeline contractor, and a major player
internationally.

The Ras Tanura to Dhahran pipeline
in Saudi Arabia is a significant current
project, and follows a number of
pipelining contracts in the Middle East.

Comprising 106 kilometres of
pipeline, the Ras Tanura pipeline
products supply system contract was
awarded by Saudi Aramco, a client for
whom McConnell Dowell has carried 
out a number of projects.

A leader in natural gas and oil
pipelines
The McConnell Dowell founders realised
very quickly that it was difficult to enter
an existing technology and compete with
established players. Far greater potential

was offered by staking an early claim in
emerging technology and new frontiers,
a belief that still drives McConnell
Dowell today.

So it was because of its early
development of pipelining expertise 
that McConnell Dowell has been
involved in the construction of many
major natural gas and oil pipelines in
Australia and New Zealand, both cross
country and urban. 

After the company won contracts to
wrap and lay two separate sections of
New Zealand’s Kapuni Gas Pipeline in
the late 1960s, it hit paydirt when it 
then won the largest government
contract of any discipline let to a 
private contractor at that time.

This was the 300 km Maui Natural 
Gas Pipeline, a project undertaken in 
a joint venture with Saipem of Italy.

With 80 major river crossings 
and terrain climbing from farmland 
to steep limestone cliffs, 19 separate
construction sections were identified.
Specialist crews with a high degree 
of skill and engineering expertise 
were required to construct the 
mixture of 34, 30 and 20 inch pipeline.

Equally large projects were later
undertaken in Australia, including the
Jackson to Moonie products pipeline
in Queensland, with 480 km of 
300 mm diameter pipe representing 
the largest pipeline awarded to a sole
Australian contractor at that time.

When McConnell Dowell 
won its first civil contract 
in Hong Kong in 1977, the
company did not possess the
multi-million dollar lay barges 
that would normally be used 
to position the twin 400 mm
diameter gas lines across 
Hong Kong Harbour.

Instead, two modified barges 
were constructed in Singapore 
and towed to Hong Kong, 
where McConnell Dowell 
utilised its own machinery 
and technology to devise 
a laying solution.

This was the first of many
“MacDow-style” lay barge
submarine projects in the 
Asia-Pacific region.

They may not have ranked 
as Olympic contenders, but 
the McConnell Dowell mobile
diving squad has performed 
some impressive feats in
Singapore, Australia, Indonesia
and Hong Kong. 

On one early job involving a 
500 metre water line between 
two Singaporean islands, the
conector on a hose broke 
late at night. A dive squad
member disappeared into 10
metres of water and jerry-
rigged the thick wire rope on 
to the pipe so the pipe pull 
could be completed 
successfully.

Today, sophisticated underwater
techniques and monitoring are 
a standard aspect of our
submarine work.

Pipelining

1977

Red Rooster Napkin, 1965

Stonecutter Outfall, Hong Kong

Jackson to Moonie, Queensland

1975

1978

Submarine



As no specialist pipeline equipment
was available in the country, more 
than 400 loads were airfreighted in
during construction of the 227 km oil
pipeline from Sangachaly to Shirvanovka
on the Russian border.

Similar challenges were faced a year
later, when McConnell Dowell won a
contract to construct an oil pipeline
from Azerbaijan through Georgia to 
the Black Sea.

Equipment shipped in from Dubai 
to Georgia included 60 tonne winch
tractors, required because of a land
grade often steeper than 1:1.

Too steep to climb on foot, the terrain
called for side-booms, construction and
welding equipment suspended from
winch tractors located at the top of 
each slope. 

McConnell Dowell continues to 
refine its expertise in such projects, 
most recently with the 67 km natural 
gas pipeline from Myanmar to the
Thailand border.

Completed in December 1999, the
US$70 million design and construct
pipeline was laid through rice paddies,
heavy jungle and almost inaccessible
mountain ranges.

It demonstrated McConnell Dowell’s
multi-discipline capabilities, involving 
all divisions of the company.
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Almost as long was the major section 
of the Alice Springs to Darwin pipeline,
where 450 km of 350 mm pipe was
completed by McConnell Dowell in 
24 weeks from initial mobilisation to
final testing and restoration.

Pipelines lead to specialist
slurry skills
By further exploiting its own pipelining
technology, McConnell Dowell quickly
developed expertise in specialist 
slurry work.

Early projects included the 1972
Taharoa ironsands project, in which
slurry was pumped from a preparation
plant via 300 mm diameter twin steel
pipelines into ships moored off a large
buoy on the west coast of New Zealand’s
north island. 

The project, which was headed by
recently retired Chief Executive Officer
Trevor Morgan, led to a contract with
New Zealand Steel to build an 18 km
high pressure ironsand delivery system. 

Cross-country pipeline techniques
were employed, with a special welded

coupling enabling continuous pipe
lining to be used. The coupling was
patented, and the system subsequently
used for other projects including a mine
tailings pipeline system in Bougainville,
Papua New Guinea.

It s a particularly remarkable
achievement...
The awarding of the A$163 million
Kutubu oil pipeline in Papua New
Guinea was a milestone for McConnell
Dowell, as it consolidated the company’s
position as a major international remote
location contractor.

Commenting on the on-time
completion of the 170 km pipeline in
1992, client Chevron Nuigini Pty Ltd
said: “It’s a particularly remarkable
achievement, considering the challenges
of the terrain, logistics, climate and 
work environment.”

Kutubu was typical of remote location
projects that involve large-scale planning
and complex logistics to mobilise people
and equipment into exceptionally
difficult terrain.

Constructed in joint venture with 
Spie Capag, the pipeline linked the
oilfield, processing plant and export
terminal.

It traversed low-lying, water-filled
swamp for 100 km inland from the
coast, then precipitous mountain terrain.

Numerous river and creek crossings
employed the advanced directional
drilling techniques that have become 
a McConnell Dowell hallmark.

Four years later, the company
mobilised a convoy of 70 vehicles
overland through Iran, carrying
equipment more than 2000 km to
Azerbaijan in the former USSR.

After a number of major 
pipeline projects, Australia’s
remote outback is now virtually
part of McConnell Dowell’s
backyard. Designing and
constructing the 848 km Ballera 
to Mt Isa Gas Pipeline in 1998,
the project team completed 
the installation in a record-
breaking 16 working weeks. 
The company was 
commissioned under an 
alliance agreement by the
Australian Gas Light Company.  

General Manager Pipelines, 
Jeff Shepherd, has won the 
2000 Pipeliner of  the year 
Award from the Australian 
Pipeline Industry Association.

The award was presented 
for outstanding service to the
Australian pipeline industry.

Jeff has directed pipeline 
projects valued at more than 
A$1 billion across seven 
countries over 23 years.

McConnell Dowell recently
purchased Stockton Pipelines, 
a long-established company 
that operates in the UK, Europe
and North Africa.

Noted for its horizontal 
directional drilling skills, 
Stockton carried out its first UK
project under the McConnell
Dowell banner in August 2000. 
A 382 metre long 600 mm
diameter steel pipeline was 
pulled into position in only 
three and a half hours, with no
disturbance to traffic on the 
A46 motorway or vessels using 
the River Trent.

1996

1992

Kutubu, PNG

Mt Isa to Ballera, Queensland

Yetagun Gas Pipeline, Myanmar

1996

1998

Remote Locations



Three world records in Blue
Mountains tunnelling
Following the McDonnell Dowell maxim
that there always had to be a better way
of doing things, new tunnelling
standards in a Blue Mountains project
smashed three world records and saw
the project completed 17 months ahead
of schedule.

McDonnell Dowell became the first
Australian engineering contractor to use
a continuously advancing conveyor
system (rather than the conventional,
stop-start trains) to remove spoil
produced by a specially built A$5 million
hard rock tunnel boring machine.
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Russian torpedo-launching
helicopter joins rainforest project
When McConnell Dowell won an
A$17.35 million contract to design and
construct the world’s longest passenger
cableway in Far North Queensland’s
rainforest, the project set new benchmarks
for low-impact construction in a highly
sensitive environment. 

A ban on access roads and forest
clearing – other than a 10 metre square
clearing for each cableway tower – saw
workers and equipment airlifted in using
long cables to ensure that turbulence
did not damage the rainforest canopy.

However, there was no helicopter
in Australia large enough to lift the 
4.2 tonne steel tower sections.

“We had to bring a Russian torpedo-
launching helicopter, a Kamov 32, from
Papua New Guinea,” Chief Executive
David Robinson recalls. “There were
some problems with certification in
Australia because all gauges and
instructions were in Russian.

“Ultimately, CASA agreed to give us five
days to airlift the tower sections, and a
Russian sat next to our local pilot
checking the gauges as they lowered the
towers in an extremely tight time-frame.”

Project managers also had to satisfy
four government departments that not
so much as a treetop would be touched
when the main cables were installed.

As the normal procedure of pulling 
a draw wire along the ground was out 
of the question, the helicopter drew
through the towers a series of light
cables to which the heavy running cable
was attached.

Skyrail Pty Ltd later congratulated
McConnell Dowell “for the new
benchmarks which are being set for low
impact, small footprint construction in
an environmentally sensitive fashion.
They really are setting new standards
which we hope will be an example for
others to follow.” 

The conveyor extended 13 kilometres
into the deepest of three tunnels in the
Blue Mountains Sewerage Transfer
Scheme, and was believed to be the
longest of its type in the world.

The A$80 million project, a joint
venture between McConnell Dowell 
and Obayashi, set world records for 
70.5 metres of tunnelling in a single
eight hour shift, 172.4 metres in one 
day, and 707.3 metres in one week.

McConnell Dowell won the 1995
Institute of Engineers Australia
Excellence Award (Sydney Division) 
for the Services Infrastructure Category.

New innovation cements project
An A$5.5 million contract to construct
two concrete silos for the Melbourne
Cement Company was awarded to
McConnell Dowell in July 2000. 
The silos – measuring 21 metres and 
41 metres in height and 30 metres in
diameter – can store 20,000 tonnes and
40,000 tonnes of cement respectively. 

To avoid mobilising large cranes to
erect the 15 tonne roof beams, the
project team will take advantage of the
slip forming techniques being used to
construct the silos.

After assembly of the structural steel
roof at ground level, the roof will be
raised with the slip form.

McConnell Dowell has subsequently
been awarded additional work for the
erection of the structural steel (including
steel storage bins and store access
towers), and installation of mechanical
equipment for handling the cement.

Pacific infrastructure
Building on its very early subdivision
experience, McConnell Dowell 
has secured firm foundations in
infrastructure construction throughout
the Pacific.

The company has a philosophy of
training local workforces to supervisory
positions, and of transferring knowledge.

On the NZ$11 million design and
construct roading project on Upolo
Island, Samoa, a joint venture with local
contractor OTT Transport Ltd, more 
than 30 per cent of management staff
were indigenous.

This was the first such design and
construct roading project to be funded
by the Asian Development Bank.

Engineers are not your usual
television stars, but a project 
team in Singapore featured 
on four TV channel’s news
programs when McConnell 
Dowell introduced the Iseki
Crunching Mole for remote
controlled tunnel boring 
in 1982. 

This was the first of many
McConnell Dowell projects to 
use a microtunnelling machine
and pipejacking techniques. 

A later project involved the
installation of 24 kilometers 
of wastewater piping in 
Yannawa, Bangkok. 

Worksite and ground conditions
posed particular challenges, 
as workshafts for jacking were
located in narrow back streets 
and drainage channels in the
centre of main road systems. 

Engineering and
Construction

Civil
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Blue Mountains Sewerage Transfer Tunnel, NSW

Upolu Roading, Samoa
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First Subdivision
Christmas morning, 1960:
Malcolm McConnell and 
Jim Dowell were bashing pegs 
into the ground in their first
subdivision. Their fledgling 
civil engineering company
possessed a 10RB backhoe, 
a concrete mixer, some spades
and an unshakeable ‘can do’
attitude. The pair hired
subcontractors and gear to 
move earth, lay drains, kerbs,
channels, footpaths and roads.
They also laid the foundations 
for a civil engineering business
that began to rapidly diversify,
willingly taking on tough 
projects in remote locations. 
Today, the familiar green and
black McConnell Dowell logo 
has an established global
reputation. And while the 
deserts of Saudi Arabia and 
the snow drifts of Azerbaijan 
have thrown down some major
challenges, the World Heritage
listed rainforest of Far North
Queensland and Sydney’s 
famed Blue Mountains both
demanded the kind of 
innovative responses which 
have become a hallmark 
of McConnell Dowell.

1982

Utelei Wastewater, American Samoa
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PETER ARMSTRONG 
(Former Technical Director)

“What you have in the 
McConnell Dowell culture is 
an attitude developed by 
Jim and Malcolm, two people 
who constantly reminded
themselves of their 
imperfections rather than
becoming smug. They 
measured everything by 
variation from perfection,
constantly criticising anything 
that was not 100% and thereby
eliminating errors. For both of
them there was always an 
intense enjoyment in creating
things, putting something in 
place that was not there 
before, never saying can’t and
when times were tough never
giving up. And as creators of
opportunities they gave us all 
a chance to excel. The energy,
enthusiasm and courage of 
Jim and Malcolm has been
transferred to people in the 
field and management.”

MALCOLM MCCONNELL :
“Anyone can have an idea – 
the difference is turning ideas 
into reality.”

PETER ARMSTRONG:
“Work was fun. Challenges were
fun, too. Just like mountains are
climbed because they are there,
challenges should be overcome,
simply because they exist.”
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‘THE MCCONNELL
DOWELL
PHILOSOPHY’
Malcolm McConnell and Jim
Dowell – Contact December 1983

McConnell Dowell believes in 
the importance of getting 
things done – of doing the job
well, attending to all the nuts 
and bolts from the start to the
finish. This takes enthusiasm,
energy and anticipation rather
than blaming a lack of success 
on unforeseen circumstances.
We believe in superior quality 
and service to our clients – 
without them, we would not 
be in business.

At the centre of McConnell
Dowell’s philosophy is the 
concept of innovation – 
doing new things. We
acknowledge that innovation 
is not always successful, and
because of this, we support
experimentation and learning 
from our mistakes because 
without new ideas there would 
be no progress.

We believe in the informality 
of communication – the bouncing
of new ideas or frustrations off
workmates and colleagues in an
informal atmosphere. Solutions to
problems can only be found if the
right people are aware of what 
the problem is.

To create job opportunities we
must be profitable. To be the 
‘best’ we must be profitable 
and this profit is used to 
support more innovation and
growth. This results in job
opportunities.

fizzed with new ideas – and had a well-
known reputation for sharing these ideas
any time of day or night.

Jim was, relatively, the introvert. He
was a man of few words, laid back yet
very determined, intelligent, analytical,
logical, and implacably pragmatic. Jim
had a unique ability to summarise and
simplify a complicated situation – his
findings often being presented in the
form of superb and hilarious ‘one-liners’. 

Instead of confusion and disorganisation,
which might have been expected from
the management arrangement and the
personalities involved, a remarkable
melding occurred. Each man complemented
the other in a way that allowed Malcolm’s
drive and huge ambition for the Company
to be tempered by Jim’s cool analysis. 

But it wasn’t enough that the two 
men had complementary personalities
and skills – success resulted from the
ability of each to recognise and use 
the abilities, and counterbalance the
limitations, of the other. The real 
magic of McConnell Dowell was that a
symbiosis occurred between Malcolm

each had a huge sense of humour. They
welcomed constructive criticism and
never seemed to take offence, no matter
how outrageous the viewpoint. 

•  They enjoyed themselves.
Work was fun, and both had a unique
ability to convey this to everyone. They
laughed a lot.

• They could delegate.
The degree of trust that each of these
men accorded their staff was often
utterly astounding. Malcolm and 
Jim were truly kingmakers.

• They were generous. 
Generous in staff treatment, generous in
the creation of opportunity, and always
thoughtful.

I’m glad they called the company
‘McConnell Dowell’ and not some other
impersonal name. The story of the
company is a story of endeavour and
success, of overcoming difficulties, and
of always seeking a new and better way.
It is also the story of the two men who
created it.

and Jim, each knowing that they needed
and depended on the other. 

But it required even more than 
the simple recognition of their
complementary skills. Success came
because:

• They were friends.
Jim says of Malcolm, “He was a life long
friend and business partner with whom 
I worked most of the day and night, for
most of my adult life. We had many
differences of opinion but never lost our
mutual respect and deep friendship.” 
He also says that their relationship was
like marriage without the sex!

• They knew the limits.
Says Jim: “The success was in knowing
when to give and when to take. We were
never going to be in agreement all the
time but we knew when to compromise
and when to back off.”

• They talked to their staff and to each other.
Both were marvellously informal people.
They were gifted communicators and

As children my younger sister and I spent many weekends
accompanying Dad on ‘site visits’ around numerous
subdivisions. We were construction kids and we grew 
up understanding the demands of construction on the
armies of people involved in each project and on families 
at home. The following is a tribute to Malcolm and Jim 
but in truth it is more a tribute to the culture of 
McConnell Dowell.

As Trevor Morgan said in Contact, 1995:
“The current culture of McConnell
Dowell with its work ethic, capacity 
to accept change, focus on engineering
excellence, and the need to be
successful are all characteristics that Jim
Dowell and Malcolm McConnell brought
to the business when they first started 
in 1960. As long as McConnell Dowell
retains and develops these characteristics
we cannot help but succeed, not
withstanding the cyclical ups and downs
of this exciting and demanding industry.” 

McConnell Dowell is a success story. 
It is a tough hard-money contracting
company full of legendary ‘can do’
people whose achievements attest to 
the fact that nothing is impossible. It just
takes a little longer. In the late 1960s the
company made a decision to target high
risk and technically difficult projects
where they could use engineering skills
to assess the risks, devise solutions 
to overcome the challenges and then
quantify the risks financially. This
philosophy still holds true today and, 
just as in the time of Jim and Malcolm, 
it is driven by the McConnell Dowell
attitude – There is always a better way 
of doing things – question everything.

Malcolm and Jim forged a bond which
endured for 35 years and although
Malcolm passed away in 1995, Jim is still
Chairman of McConnell Dowell today. 

They were joint CEO’s, a relatively
unusual arrangement. There seemed 
to be very little allocation of specific
management functions between the two
men - management responsibility was
shared equally.

Malcolm was the extrovert. Forceful,
vocal, cheerful, omnipresent, hugely
energetic, enthusiastic and with an
unbelievable capacity for work, he was
also intelligent and shrewd. He literally

A Tribute to the

Founders
BY NANCY MCCONNELL

1986

College Hill Office, Auckland 1963

1985

The Founders’ Jim Dowell (left) and Malcolm McConnell (right), 1977



Industrial building
specialists
With design and construction 
of specialist industrial buildings 
an important aspect of 
McConnell Dowell’s multi-
discipline capabilities, Building 
has earned the company a
reputation for the high levels 
of quality, safety and 
performance it delivers 
to projects.

Recent international contracts 
have included the design and
construction of the operations
centre for the Myanmar gas
pipeline project (a multi-
discipline project with other
divisions of McConnell Dowell), 
a clean-room facility for Ansell 
in Thailand and the extension 
of an existing single storey
warehouse in Singapore for 
Lucent Technologies. This 
3200 square metre project 
was completed in 23 weeks, 
with the existing warehouse 
kept fully operational 
during construction.

Other significant projects 
carried out by the Building 
Division include a jet engine 
test facility for Ansett Australia,
further design and construct 
work for the former Civil 
Aviation Authority in Australia 
and many projects for BHP in
Australia and South East Asia.
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Such EPC (engineering, procurement 
and construction) projects achieve
economic, time-saving solutions, as the
client establishes the parameters for the
project and McConnell Dowell hands over
a completed operational facility.

The project was completed in a minimal
time-frame of 18 months, involving difficult
logistical issues in a greenfields site,
technical complexity and a huge scope of
multi-discipline works completed to a very
high standard.

A Thai-registered environmental
engineering company continually
monitored the project to ensure it met 
the strict environmental guidelines
imposed by the National Environment
Board of Thailand.

1 million work-hours with no lost 
time injury 
McConnell Dowell’s successful completion
of this project ensured it continued to win
multi-discipline projects, including two
contracts from BHP in 1996 and 1997.

The latter, for process buildings and
equipment foundations in Thailand,
involved piling, structural steel, concreting,
reinforced steel, electrical conduit,
construction of three electrical equipment
rooms, a 220 metre service tunnel and four
kilometers of reinforced concrete drains.

One million work hours were achieved
on this project without lost time injury.

The special demands of this project
included site facilities for cutting and
bending of reinforcing steel and fabrication
of formwork. This ensured schedules were
unaffected by the vagaries of local supplies.
Design and detail changes could also be
incorporated with minimal effect on 
the program.

The Sangu Gas Development Project in
Chittagong, Bangladesh, achieved similarly
outstanding safety records in 1998 when
1.4 million work hours were achieved
without lost time injury.

Sangu was the first offshore
development for Bangladesh and 
provides gas into the national supply grid,
augmenting the declining supplies from
the onshore fields in the north of 
the country.

Malcolm McConnell’s prediction that
energy would become increasingly
important for the company has been
underscored by a number of major
projects in the Middle East.

The most recent was the control system
replacement for the Riyadh Refinery in
Saudi Arabia,  involving the re-
instrumentation and upgrade of Refinery
No 2, a new blast-proof control building,
new process and interface buildings and
the renovation of existing buildings to
house new control equipment.

The centrepiece of the project was a
new distribution control and emergency
shutdown system that controls the entire
refinery processing facilities including
product handling and process, utilities 
and parts of the water treatment plant.

This turnkey contract was completed 
in February 2000. 

Safety, quality and fast-track
construction underpin 
multi-discipline projects 
The Marsden Point Oil Refinery expansion
was a massive undertaking by any
international standards. Costing 
A$1035 million, employing 4500 people 
on site and another 6000 indirectly, it gave
McConnell Dowell an extraordinary
opportunity to hone its multi-discipline skills.

The project involved the upgrading and
integration of the 20 year old refinery with
new process units and control systems, 
the construction of a new tank farm, the
extension of administrative facilities and
construction of a 162 km pipeline.

McConnell Dowell’s integration of heavy
civil, mechanical, electrical and building
capabilities has subsequently forged ahead,
supported in the 1990s by a growing
emphasis on safety, quality assurance,
environmental management and 
fast-track construction.

In 1994, McConnell Dowell received
formal accreditation for its Quality
Management System. That same year,
McConnell Dowell won a contract with 
Si Chang Thong Terminal Company in
Thailand for the design, procurement,
project management, construction and
commissioning of a US$101 million deep
sea oil terminal and tank farm.

Multi-discipline 

Capabilities 

Building
Energy
“The future world construction
market is going to be 
associated with energy, and
McConnell Dowell will be 
right up front when this work
commences. There will be a 
slow but deliberate shift from 
civil engineering into the more
complex construction of heavy
industrial plants.”

Malcolm McConnell’s astute
observation of 1979 led the
company to continually 
broaden its skill base until it
achieved the outstanding 
multi-discipline capacity it 
has today.

The starting point was New
Zealand’s Marsden Point Oil
Refinery expansion in 1982, 
when it became the world’s 
most modern and second 
largest refinery. McConnell 
Dowell Constructors played a 
key role in a consortium of five
companies, and carved out a 
new reputation for complex 
multi-discipline projects.

With its civil engineering/
construction, pipeline, 
mechanical, building,
instrumentation and electrical
services, McConnell Dowell 
today offers clients a seamless
solution for major projects. 
Our multi-discipline capability
underpins much of our 
current workload.

1981

Si Chang Thong Oil Terminal, Thailand

1982

1987

Lucent Technologies, Singapore

Sangu Gas Development, Bangladesh



“Think Big” 
By 1989 mechanical 
construction projects 
accounted for 20 per cent 
of the group’s construction
turnover. New Zealand once 
again was the starting point, 
with the 1980s ‘Think Big’ 
energy and industrial
developments providing vast
opportunities. They included 
the BHP New Zealand Steel 
mill involving the design,
fabrication, erection and
commissioning of 23 
overhead cranes.

McConnell Dowell’s continuing
emphasis on safety, quality and
expert management assisted the
company in winning the piping
and outload facilities for its first
major Australian Mechanical
project in 1987, the North 
West Shelf LNG project. 

Responding to the diverse
environmental and technical
circumstances of its clients,
Mechanical projects now form 
a third of McConnell Dowell’s
turnover, and have been 
carried out in more than 
15 countries. 
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Common 
Heritage
Electrical installation and
maintenance company Electrix 
and McConnell Dowell have 
a common heritage. Both 
companies had their beginnings 
New Zealand, both are of the 
same vintage (Electrix celebrated 
its 45th anniversary in 2000), and
both moved successfully into the
Australian market in pursuit of 
further growth opportunities.
In 1988, McConnell Dowell made 
a strategic purchase of the 
Electrix business, with the 
objective of enhancing its total
construction, electrical and
maintenance capability, 
especially in turnkey projects 
where civil, mechanical and 
electrical skills are demanded.
Major early contracts for Electrix
included projects at BHP New
Zealand Steel mill. Electrix then
successfully moved into the high
voltage transmission market, 
securing a long-term contract 
with Transpower.

Successful marketing push into
South East Asia
Safety and quality are fundamental to
Mechanical’s business strategy, which in
1990 saw its marketing push into South
East Asia rewarded with significant work
at the Bangchak Refinery in Thailand.

The project was typical of the specialist
refinery and petrochemical ventures that
form the basis of much of the Mechanical’s
success. Chemical, dairy, forestry and
heavy industry projects complete the
Mechanical portfolio.

The company’s track record in
Thailand was central to its involvement
in the design, procurement, construction
and commissioning of two plants for the
Thai Fertiliser Co Ltd. 

This US$33 million turnkey contract
was a joint venture with New Zealand
company Worley Consultants, who
possessed specialist technology in the
area of fertiliser granulation.

The procurement process was complex,
however McConnell Dowell used
experience gained from the Board of
Investment on the Si Chang deep sea 
oil terminal in Thailand to facilitate 
the importation of equipment.

The project was delivered on time,
within budget and to a quality and safety
standard not normally seen on this type
of local construction.

In Singapore, a project team has
recently completed a pharmaceutical
plant for USA-based Merck Sharp and
Dohme (MSD). This was awarded by
Foster Wheeler, a long term client 
of the division.

The MSD plant was designed to
produce drugs for the treatment of
asthma and arthritis, and consists of a
four-storey process building, process
pad, utility building and offsite area.

The contract for the bulk plant piping
and mechanical installation works was
completed in 12 months, and achieved
more than one million work hours
without a lost time accident.

Piping systems installed by McConnell
Dowell included process, utilities and
firewater. Equipment installed consisted
of glass-lined vessels, reactors, dryers
and centrifuge, all with associated

stainless steel platforms polished to a
0.64 Ra finish due to the clean room
environment.

As with many McConnell Dowell
projects, the MSD plant built on
previous pharmaceutical experience.
When US-based pharmaceutical
manufacturer Schering Plough
announced it would build the largest
pharmaceutical facility outside of 
the USA, McConnell Dowell won a 
S$30 million contract for this 
Singapore venture.

The contract involved the supply,
fabrication and installation of all
pipework, and the receipt and
installation of 1200 items of equipment.

Mechanical 

Electrix powers into outsourcing 
The privatised electricity market in
Victoria, Australia, enabled Electrix to
successfully mirror McConnell Dowell’s
earlier move across the Tasman.

The company established its Australian
base in 1996, winning outsourcing contracts
with Powercor Australia Ltd and CitiPower
Ltd, and strengthening and diversifying
its base workload.

This focus on outsourcing and the
introduction of quality systems and project
management expertise has assisted its
clients achieve cost savings of between
20 per cent and 50 per cent. 

In an historic strategic alliance with
Powercor Australia, Electrix was contracted
to undertake cyclic condition-based
inspection of electricity distribution
assets in half of Victoria.

This was the first time asset condition
monitoring was centrally managed 
across Powercor’s business, and the two
organisations worked closely to develop
standardised work practices, procedures
and work programs.

The current cycle is based on inspecting
more than 100,000 poles annually. Within
the first three months of the contract,
the client reported that Electrix had
taken “great strides in asset inspection,
and I am extremely optimistic for 
the future.”

Now employing 100 people and
undertaking projects in four Australian
states, Electrix’s expertise in live-line
transmission work has attracted clients
including ElectraNet in South Australia
and Transend Networks in Tasmania.

Transend contracted the company in
late 1999 to undertake a major uprating
project on an 84 km line from Hobart 
to the Liapootah substation. 

Time-frames were critical because the
commissioning date of 29 February 2000
coincided with the uprating of a power
station, and the company had two weeks
over Christmas – New Year to mobilise
the crew and gear up. 

Despite additional work requested by
the client, the project was completed two
days ahead of schedule.

Electrix’s Asia-Pacific projects have
included the rebuilding of a Hurricane
Val damaged distribution line in
American Samoa and construction works

for one of the world’s more challenging
230kV transmission line projects.

Located in the remote jungles and
mountains of Irian Jaya, the work was
part of PT Freeport Indonesia’s huge
copper mine upgrading program.

It included the line stringing of eight
conductor cables and two optical ground
wires from a new power station on the
coast to the ore processing mine in the
mountains.

Helicopters were required to access
some of the highland towers.

Indonesian Nickle Project 
PT International Nickel Indonesia is a

subsidiary of one of the world’s largest
nickel producers, with a nickel mine 
and smelter in Indonesia.

The company also operates a double
circuit 150 kV transmission line on steel
towers which feeds the mine, smelter
and the town of Soroako on the island
of Sulawesi.

Electrix was contracted to install a new
tower when ground subsidence led to
concern that the foundations had lost
their integrity.

Electrix also undertook a major switch
yard upgrade on the same site.

Electrical 
installation and maintenance

Thai Fertiliser, Thailand

Schering Plough Pharmaceutical, Singapore

1987

1998

United Networks, New Zealand

2000

1998
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One of the southern
hemisphere s largest jetty
developments

Taking shape on Jurong Island,
Singapore, the Very Large Crude 
Carrier (VLCC) project is one of the
largest jetty developments in the
southern hemisphere.

Almost a kilometre in length, it is able
to unload oil tankers up to 320,000 dead
weight tonnes and pump the crude oil
over seven kilometres to the storage
tanks of the two main Singapore refineries.

These crude carriers are of an immense
size – more than a third of a kilometre
long, wider than the length of an Olympic
swimming pool and, when unloaded,
have a deck as high as a six-storey building.

The VLCC contract, a A$115 million
joint venture between McConnell Dowell
and Interbeton BV that will be completed
in 2001, consists of two jetties and support
facilities capable of handling these giants.

Each jetty consists of the
following components:
• A pre-cast concrete jetty head platform,
53 metres by 25 metres in plan
supported on 30 steel tube piles.

• Four reinforced concrete berthing
dolphins with either 10 or 17 steel tube
piles, a 150 tonne capacity double quick
release mooring hook and a two or three
metre diameter rubber fender.

• Four reinforced concrete mooring
dolphins each with 16 steel tube piles
and a 150 tonne capacity triple quick
release mooring hook.

• A 120 metre long access trestle that
connects the jetty head platform to 
the land.

• A platform topsides package that
includes 4 x 400 mm diameter marine
loading arms, an elevating gangway
nearly 25 metres high, fire fighting
monitors and all associated valves and
control systems.

A 7.5 km long twin 125cm pipeline
laid six metres below ground level for
most of its length will run from the
access trestle to the tie-in points at the
refineries. None of the pipeline can be
constructed using traditional cross-

country techniques because of the depth
of the pipeline, the water table in the
sand and the marine-related activities. 

The total pipeline construction has 
to be thoroughly engineered for
installation techniques and temporary
support works. 

The success of the company’s tender
for this project demonstrated that the
engineering skills and expertise in
producing the technical submission were
as important as the final price in winning
this tender.

Lessons learned long ago on the float
and sink technique are being applied on
the installation of two sections of the
twin 125cm pipelines.

One of the float and sink sections 
of the pipelines lies between two
sheetpiled walls that were constructed
by McConnell Dowell three years earlier
utilising an hydraulically levelled piling
frame designed by Roger Polglase for 
the Jurong Island reclamation project. 

The majority of the piles are drilled
and socketed into the Jurong formation
rock and, with a seabed level of 
-25 meters CD and a tide range of 
3.3 metres, the support of the piles and
the drilling rig required another special
engineering solution.

A jack-up template system has been
designed to support the specially
designed drill platforms and casing
guides during the drilling works. It will
subsequently give access for pile bracing
and concrete falsework installation.

The depth of the water and the
current loads required particular
attention in the design analysis to
minimise the sway of the unit.

Enduring relationships
The relationship between McConnell
Dowell and Interbeton began during
another jetty construction in 1984. 
The two companies completed a major
upgrade of the Marsden Point jetty, the
key point for oil shipments in northern
New Zealand. 

The project created an historical first
when the semi-submersible Dyvi Swift
arrived and slowly sank so it could
unload six 2.5 metre diameter steel
pipes, each measuring 48 metres in
length and weighing 112 tonnes. 

Long Service
McConnell Dowell prides itself 
on the longevity of service 
of its key engineers, a number 
of whom have been with the
company for 20 or 30 years. 
It has retained them by 
continually offering challenges 
and a high level of responsibility,
along with opportunities to work
on projects around the world.

The company has thus 
maintained a very high level 
of intellectual capital, the roots 
of which can often be traced 
back to projects carried out 
many years ago.

A good example is the VLCC
venture in Singapore, where 
long-time employee Roger
Polglase is now Engineering
Project Manager. One of his 
first projects back in 1974 was 
a twin submarine pipeline 
under the Tamaki River in
Auckland, New Zealand,
constructed using a float 
and sink technique.

The lessons learned on this 
project have been continually
refined into the techniques now
used for the installation of 
twin pipelines in the VLCC jetty
project. Here, in a major multi-
discipline project, marine 
pipeline specialists are working
with civil and mechanical
engineering teams. 

Mechanical and Pipeline EPC
project at Saudi Arabia s 
largest refinery

Involving engineering, procurement and
construction of 106 kilometres of multi-
product pipeline and associated
mechanical installations, this project was
awarded to McConnell Dowell in July
1999. The pipeline stretches from Saudi
Arabia’s largest refinery at Ras Tanura 
to the bulk plant at Dhahran.

Project Manager John O’Sullivan
reports that a tight fast-track schedule
has become even more pressured due 
to an increase in work scope of between
35 and 40 per cent.

“It has been frenetic from the first
day,” he says. “Working in temperatures
regularly climbing to 54 degrees C with
accompanying high humidity is like
being in a sauna. It can bring work 
to a standstill.”

Engineering commenced within two
weeks of the signing of contract and
construction of the pipeline right of 
way commenced in September 1999.

As any milestone slippage is
unacceptable, the project team has been
working at maximum efficiency to achieve
the hand-over date of March 2001.

Procurement has been spread
throughout the world, with the quality
assurance system requiring that project
personnel travel extensively to carry out
quality control and acceptance testing 
of various major equipment items.

McConnell Dowell’s strong quality
management procedures have proved
essential in ensuring compliance with
Saudi Aramco’s material specifications
and standards.

Engineering and procurement
activities are almost complete and
construction is progressing as forecast.
Pre-commissioning and tie-in plans and
procedures are being developed for
review by Saudi Aramco in readiness 
for hand-over and commissioning. 

Setting Records
The McConnell Dowell record books
hold many statistics, including an in-
house record on a previous project 
for Saudi Aramco in the Middle East.

In 1993, a project team welded and
laid five kilometres of 60cm diameter
steel pipeline in a single shift.

The record was achieved by a team 
of 50 Australians, New Zealanders, 
Scots and Americans, together with 450
Middle East staff as they moved towards
the half-way mark of the 340 kilometre
oil line in central Saudi Arabia.

The record was set despite temperatures
of 45 degrees C- and no shade.

The pipeline crossed 80 kilometres 
of steep sand dunes up to 30 metres in
height. More than a million cubic metres
of sand were moved, and a 70-kilometre
trench cut through solid rock. 

to Dhahran pipeline 
products supply system

New Demand
The current rise in oil prices is
likely to create new demand 
for infrastructure in the Middle
East. McConnell Dowell first
entered this market in 1977  
and has since constructed a
number of major projects in
extremely challenging territory.

These included a 340 km 
pipeline in Saudi Arabia for 
Saudi Aramco, pipelines in 
the United Arab Emirates and
Kuwait, a desalination plant in
Jeddah and a cheese factory 
at Al Khobar, Eastern Province.

The company’s Middle East
projects and good client
relationships also provided 
a springboard into the
Commonwealth of 
Independent States (formerly 
the USSR) with contracts to
rehabilitate and install new 
oil pipelines.

A major project currently under
construction in Saudi Arabia 
by McConnell Dowell is the A$51
million Ras Tanura to Dhahran
pipeline products supply system. 

Ras Tanura

Very Large Crude Carrier 

Project
1992

1984

Construction Laydown Area

1993

19
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“What has particularly impressed 
me in the six years I have been with
McConnell Dowell is how our people
have adopted the documented quality,
safety and environmental management
systems that are essential today without
losing the traditional McConnell Dowell
can-do philosophy. 

“The fact that we have constructed 
our new jetty in a challenging marine
environment, ahead of schedule, under
budget, to our client’s satisfaction and
without any safety or environmental
incidents stands as a tribute to the jetty
design and construction team, as well as the
McConnell Dowell way of doing things.”

Jennifer McMahon is an environmental
scientist who joined the project as
Environmental Management Representative
responsible for implementation of the
Project Environmental Management System.

“Coming from the discipline of a
consulting background, I was pleasantly

surprised by the high level of
environmental awareness amongst the
construction team and the fact that
environmental issues feature strongly 
in the construction planning process. 

“The superintendents and engineers
sit down with the construction team,
analyse the environmental and safety
risks and decide on control measures 
to remove those risks.

“This process allows me to have input
at the planning stage. But whenever I
foresee a problem the guys can usually
work out a solution based on what they
did on another job in Australia or overseas. 

“That’s probably the reason why our
environmental record on this project is
so good. At the end of the day we have a
satisfied client and a successful project.”

The project is a joint development 
of the NSW and Queensland State
Governments and is supported by the
Gold Coast City Council.

The international failure rate 
of sand bypass systems is high.
However, the Nerang River 
system in Queensland was
completed in 1986 and 
continues to effectively 
dispose of drifting sand 
from the river mouth.

The project involved the
construction of two massive 
stone training walls that 
shielded a new passage 
through the sandspit, a jetty,
complex pumping and pipe 
work passing beneath the river
channel. Around 500,000 cubic
metres of sand is trapped and
transported each year, with 
the system capable of 
handling a peak weekly 
demand of 10,000 cubic 
metres during storms.

A world first in slurry pipeline
construction
The threat to navigation posed by
sandbars at the entrance to the Tweed
River has frustrated the development of
local business and industry since European
settlement in the nineteenth century. 

The Tweed River is located on the
border of New South Wales and
Queensland, and the sand bars are
formed by sea action that moves about
500,000 cubic metres of sand north
along the coast each year.

In the early 1960s, the NSW 
State Government attempted to fix
the problem by constructing rock
boulder walls to extend the
entrance 400 metres out to sea.

This was intended to take the
river mouth beyond the influence
of the sandbars to provide a safe
navigable entrance.

However, it was not realised that the
training walls would disrupt the supply
of sand to beaches at Coolangatta north
of the river. When these beaches suffered
significant erosion following cyclones, a
natural supply of sand was not available
to replenish them and the local tourism
industry suffered.

Sand also began building up on the
southern side of the training walls,
threatening to block the entrance again.
The problem was managed by a series 
of costly dredging exercises while a
more permanent solution was sought.

In December 1999 McConnell Dowell
was awarded the contract for the design,
construction and operation for 25 years
of a permanent sand bypassing system
that could provide a safe navigable
channel to the Tweed River Entrance and
feed the southern Gold Coast beaches
with sand at a rate consistent with
natural drift.

The project, a refinement of the
successful Nerang River entrance sand
bypass project designed and constructed
by McConnell Dowell in the 1980s,
consists of:
• A 450 metre jetty located 250 metres
south of the river entrance that supports
10 jet pumps used to intercept sand
before it reaches the river entrance.

• Five kilometers of slurry delivery
pipeline that carry sand to outlets on 
the southern Gold Coast beaches. This
includes a 400-metre river crossing
constructed by horizontal directional
drilling (HDD). The HDD river crossing
was engineered with the “Macdow
Coupling”, a steel slurry pipeline welded
jointing system invented by McConnell
Dowell in New Zealand in the 1970s. 
It was adapted by project engineers to
suit this application, and was a world
first in slurry pipeline construction.

• A low-pressure water intake jetty 
on the Tweed River draws the water that
drives the jet pumps, while a control
building at the land end of the jetty
houses the pumps and the mechanical
and electrical control equipment for 
the system.

Construction commenced in February
2000 and is due to be complete by
Christmas 2000, two months ahead 
of schedule. 

“This is a truly multi-discipline project
that demonstrates the strengths of
McConnell Dowell,” Project Manager
Brian Mahon says.

“Crazy
Notion” 
In 1972 there surfaced a “crazy
notion” to pump New Zealand iron
sands from a slurry preparation plant
via twin 300 mm pipelines into ships
moored to a large buoy off the wild
and inhospitable west coast of the
North Island. 

But as the challenge of “crazy 
notions” appeal to McConnell 
Dowell, the next major design and
build job was suddenly underway. 
A team of experts was called in 
from New Zealand and around 
the world to come up with a 
design solution, the project was
commissioned and McConnell 
Dowell chalked up another first.

Almost 30 years later, this Taharoa
iron sands project is cknowledged 
as the genesis of the McConnell 
Dowell specialist skill of sand
bypassing systems. It led to
Queensland’s Nerang River system 
in the 1980s, and now to the 
Tweed River system currently being
constructed for Australia’s New 
South Wales and Queensland
governments.

Sand
Bypassing Project 1984

1984

Jetty and River Entrance

Pile Driving

Piling Guide Frame

Tweed River Entrance

1971

1998



The Taharoa offshore iron sand
pipeline involved the unusual
procedure of installing twin 
pipes simultaneously off a very
exposed beach. The loose 
sandy seabed and sand 
dunes on shore were 
constantly moving, and 
excavating and holding open 
a pipeline trench underwater
proved impractical.

McConnell Dowell attached 
tilt-up piles to the twin pipeline
before launching. The pipeline
was pulled out to sea with the
bottom tow technique and the
piles quickly pulled upright and
jetted down to prevent lateral
movement. The pipe was 
allowed to sink into the seabed 
as sand scouring took place, 
and now mostly lies under 
three metres of sand.
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s McConnell Dowell approached 
its 40th anniversary, CEO Trevor
Morgan announced his decision 

to step down after 30 years with the
company. He had captained McConnell
Dowell Corporation since 1993, steering
the company through some complex
ownership issues while continuing to
build on the fundamental culture so
successfully established by Malcolm
McConnell and Jim Dowell. 

Typically, Trevor made a mark on 
the company from his first project
management role. On the Taharoa iron
sands venture in 1972, he oversaw
technical innovations that were 
the beginning of the company’s
internationally acknowledged expertise
in slurry and sand transportation.

A civil engineer with strong trading
and management abilities, he was made 
New Zealand contracts manager in 1973,
a position he held until transferring to
Australia in 1978 to begin building 
the Civil division.

Appointed General Manager of the
Australian operations in 1984, Trevor
later had the enormous satisfaction of
seeing the Civil division win the largest
project ever awarded to the Company 
in Australia at that time. 

Appropriately, he signed the Blue
Mountains Sewerage Transfer Scheme
contract a few months after being
appointed CEO in 1993.

Trevor acknowledges he inherited 
a very strong company culture with
admirable values.

“McConnell Dowell was superbly
placed in its history,” he says. “Malcolm
McConnell and Jim Dowell were very
capable engineers and very charismatic
people. They had good work ethics, 
they were able to make the business fun,
and they were prepared to give people
authority provided they accepted the
responsibility that went with it. 

“McConnell Dowell was by far the
most adventurous company, and that
created an environment where people
wanted to do well.”

Trevor has continued to foster that
environment.

“We try to hire bright young people,
we hire people who are excited by the
industry, we set them very challenging
tasks to perform, we work much longer
and harder than our peers, but then we

celebrate our successes better than
anyone else.”

A recent illustration of that success
was the company’s rise from 104 to 80
in world rankings in 1999 for revenues
earned on international contracts.

The authoritative US journal
Engineering News Review recently
announced the ranking when it reviewed
the earnings of the world’s top 250
international contractors.

During his captaincy, Trevor continued
to drive the McConnell Dowell strategy
of taking on high risk projects, often in
remote locations, that required technical
innovation to overcome logistical and
engineering challenges.

He consequently saw the company 
win milestone projects in Azerbaijan 
and Georgia (both former USSR states),
Myanmar, Bangladesh, Thailand,
Singapore, the Middle East and, 
most recently, Taiwan.

He has always emphasised the need 
to “maintain work volumes, increase
operating margins, manage or eliminate
risk, work smarter, faster and safer in 
a more environmentally sensitive
environment.”

As Trevor observes: “We have to be
super environmentally conscious, 
super safety conscious and super quality
conscious. These are real issues -if you
don’t do this, you simply don’t have 
a business.”

This strong emphasis on safety, 
quality assurance, quality control and
environmental management has also
underpinned the company’s highly
successful development of its multi-
discipline capabilities in the 1990s.

When a major multi-disciplinary
contract is won, no organisation can
quickly bring together the diverse skills
of its divisions, project management
expertise from one country and
specialist skills from another unless 
it has such consistent management
systems firmly in place.

Trevor Morgan leaves McConnell
Dowell in a strong financial position,
with projects strategically spread across 
a variety of disciplines and international
markets, and a growth strategy that
includes further strategic acquisitions.

The company is thus very well
positioned to prosper in the future. 
For this, McConnell Dowell sincerely
thanks him.

A Tribute to 

Trevor Morgan
A

1972

1972

Malaysia
McConnell Dowell – 
Kelana Sdn Bhd 
(74604-T)
Suite 5.06, 
5th Floor 
(North Block), 
The AmpWalk
218 Jalan Ampang
50450 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 
Ph: (603) 2164 6296
Fax: (603) 2163 0759

Brunei
McConnell Dowell Sd Bhd 
c/- Coopers & Lybrand
P.O. Box 1628
No 1, 4th Floor, 
Wisma Setia, 
Jalan Pemancha,
Bandar Seri BeGawan 
BS 8811
Brunei Darussalam
Ph: (6732) 223 341
Fax: (6732) 242 402

Papua New Guinea
McConnell Dowell 
Constructors (PNG) Ltd
c/- Peat Marwick,
2nd Floor Mogoru Moto
Building Champion Parade,
PORT MORESBY, 
Papaua New Guinea
P.O. Box 507, 
Port Moresby, 
Papaua New Guinea
Ph: (675) 212 022
Fax: (675) 212 780

Philippines
McConnell Dowell Philippines,
Inc.
Suite 706, 
Richville Corporate Centre,
1314 Commerce 
Avenue Extn.
Madrigal Business Park,
Alabang,
Muntinlupa, 
Metro Manila, 
Philippines
Ph: (632) 809 6328-30
Fax: (632) 809 6331

NEW ZEALAND AND
SOUTH PACIF IC

New Zealand 
Head Office
McConnell Dowell Constructors
Ltd
Cnr George Bourke Drive
& Mt Wellington Highway,
Mt Wellington, 
Auckland, 
New Zealand
P.O. Box 2758, 
Shortland Street, 
Auckland, 
New Zealand
Ph: (649) 270 7800
Fax: (649) 270 4932

AUSTRALIA AND
SOUTH EAST ASIA 

Australian Head Office
Level 2, 5 Queens Road
MELBOURNE, 
Victoria  3004 
P.O. Box 2979EE,
MELBOURNE, 
Victoria  3001
Ph: (613) 9866 2555
Fax: (613) 9866 2522

Electrix Pty Ltd
208 Hall Street
SPOTSWOOD, 
Victoria 3015
Ph: (613) 9399 4688
Fax: (613) 9399 4730

New South Wales
Level 14, 124 Walker Street
NORTH SYDNEY, 
NSW  2060
P.O. Box 1669,
NORTH SYDNEY, 
NSW  2059
Ph: (612) 9954 9544
Fax: (612) 9957 5046

Queensland
895 Ann Street
FORTITUDE VALLEY 
QLD  4006
P.O. Box 1379,
FORTITUDE VALLEY 
QLD  4006
Ph: (617) 3257 1499
Fax: (617) 3257 1343

Hong Kong
McConnell Dowell Constructors
Ltd
Hong Kong Branch
18F, One International Finance
Centre
1 Harbour View Street
Central, HONG KONG
Ph: (852) 2739 2281
Fax: (852) 2739 6041

Indonesia
Pt McConnell Dowell
Indonesia
1st Floor, Parama Building, 
Jl. Achmad Dahlan 69 A-B
Kebayoran Baru, 
JAKARTA 12130, Indonesia
Ph: (6221) 725 3051/52
Fax: (6221) 725 3054

Singapore
McConnell Dowell 
South East Asia Pte Ltd
Loyang Offshore 
Supply Base, Box No 5169
25 Loyang Crescent, 
Singapore 508988
Ph: (65) 543 1366
Fax: (65) 543 2033

Thailand
McConnell Dowell 
(Thailand) Ltd
94 Ekamai Soi 10,
Sukhumvit 63 Road, 
Wattana, Bangkok 10110,
Thailand
Ph: (662) 391 5406
Fax: (662) 381 8400
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McConnell Dowell
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Visit the McConnell Dowell
website at:

www.mcconnelldowell.com

Electrix Ltd
Cnr George Bourke Drive
& Mt Wellington Highway,
Mt Wellington, Auckland, 
New Zealand
P.O. Box 1688,
Auckland, New Zealand
Ph: (649) 270 1700
Fax: (649) 270 1701

American Samoa
McConnell Dowell 
(American Samoa) Ltd
Tafuna Industrial Park, 
PAGO PAGO
P.O. Box 4664,
PAGO PAGO  96799, 
American Samoa
Ph: (684) 699 2239
Fax: (684) 699 2552

Marshall Islands
PII McConnell Dowell J.V.
P.O. Box 239, MAJURO,
Marshall Islands  96960
Ph: (692) 625 3430
Fax: (692) 625 3166

MIDDLE EAST

United Arab Emirates
McConnell Dowell 
Middle East LLC
Km 2 Facility, 
Jebel Ali, DUBAI, 
United Arab Emirates
P.O. Box 50733, 
Dubai, 
United Arab Emirates
Ph: (9714) 88 11 344
Fax: (9714) 88 19 148

McConnell Dowell 
Abu Dhabi LLC
PO Box 45563, 
ABU DHABI, 
United Arab Emirates
Ph: (9712) 351 093
Fax: (9712) 317 883

Kingdom of 
Saudi Arabia
McConnell Dowell 
Saudi Arabia Ltd
Mezzanine Floor, 
Saudi American Bank Building
Cnr Prince Mohammed 
& Second Streets,
AL KHOBAR 31952, 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Postal Address: 
P.O. Box 30487
AL KHOBAR 31952, 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Ph: (9663) 864 9834
Fax: (9663) 894 3410

UNITED KINGDOM
McConnell Dowell UK Ltd
c/- Stockton Pipelines Limited 
York House, Drury Lane,
Wakefield, West Yorkshire,
WF1 2TE, United Kingdom
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